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Social opportunities and private convenience of choices at farm level: an approach to the links between farm income and sustainable GDP.

1. Introduction

The present work is a suggested approach for assessing the social effects of choices made at farm level. These choices often responses to institutional indications which encourage the farms to adopt objectives which are in the public interest. One of these is, for example, farming which has low environmental impact. It is essential in each case to examine the links between the results of farm management and sustainable GDP, in order to identify the margins of private convenience and social utility of the particular choices made.

2. Objectives and contents

The work has three related objectives.

The main aim is to identify a practical method of approach which can link micro and macro economic aspects in order to evaluate the social repercussions of the choices made at farm level, using existing evaluation tools.

Another objective is to evaluate which farm management systems best meets the collective needs.

Last objective is to find a methodology which does not involve statistical processing of the farm data, and thus for small samples also can be used.

The identified method is based on certain indicators, chosen from among those obtained from analysis of the farm accounts, suitable for representing socially desirable objectives. An
MADM method of quantitative MCDM analysis was used to make a joint evaluation of various objective indicators in different types of farm management.

This evaluation method was applied to case studies of organic farms. A small sample of farms were evaluated, some of them organic and some using conventional farming methods, so that the results of the two production methods could be compared.

However what will be discussed here is not the results of this small sample. These were conditioned by the particular physical and geographical locations and the productive structure of the factors of the farms in the specific micro-area where the research took place and are thus only partially transferable to other contexts. Rather than this, the method used to obtain these results will be examined to see how it is valid or in some way useful for similar analogous evaluations. Indeed it might be interesting to perceive if (changing someone of the chosen objective indicators and/or weightings given to there in the carried evaluation) it could be applied to other situations or, in any case, improved.

3. The method used

The pattern that was used in the evaluation process is shown in the following figure 1.

Figure 1: The sequence of the evaluation process
3.1 The farm accounts

The first step was to prepare the farm accounts of the farms which were examined.

Three different types of farm accounts were used: the accounting financial statement, which is the most well known and widely used; the so-called *serpierian* farm accounts, which has been traditionally used by Italian agrarian economists; and the materials-energy balance, used to evaluate -at least in part- environmental sustainability. The results of the first two types of accounts are expressed in monetary terms and the latter in physical ones. The economic and environmental efficiency in the productive process was evaluated by comparing the income and costs of the two groups of farms in physical and monetary terms.

The three different types of farm accounts could have been put together into a single integrated accounts system but it was considered more suitable and easier to treat them separately and then to integrate the most significant results later.

Figure 2 shows the characteristics of the three types of farm accounts that were used.

---

1 Given this name because it was developed by Serpieri A. (1948,1950) to evaluate the value of the land but was also used to evaluate the farm management. It was then elaborated by Di Cocco and Tassinari, then by De Benedictis (1976) and over the years has been discussed by many other authors (including Panattoni and Campus, 1983; Di Sandro,1984; Marenco, 1995; Gallerani, 2001).

2 There are many examples in the literature of integrated environmental and economic accounts at national as well as at farm level. It has been preferred in this case to draw up a simple materials and energy balance in physical terms (Ciani,1992, Gallerani., et.al., 2001) without entering into a real *integrated environmental and economic accounts* (Poppe, 1994; Merlo, 1996; Bartolomeo, 1997; Gatta, 2002, Gray, 1996), with different levels of analysis.
3.2 Synthetic evaluation of the results of the management systems from a social point of view

The results of the three types of farm accounts were analysed separately using different indices. These were useful for expressing both the individual business objectives of the private farmer (in terms of economic efficiency of the farm and net income) and those socially desirable, defined as optimal allocation of resources and general wellbeing (in terms of farm net social product or rather globally distributed income and environmental sustainability).

Certain indicators were then identified which were suitable for representing socially desirable objectives. These were chosen from those obtained from analyses of different types of farm accounts.

Lastly the synthesis of the evaluation was carried out using quantitative multi-criteria analyses. This, by reemploying certain of the parameters from the above accounts, made it possible to compare in a joint evaluation certain economic and environmental indicators. These were previously weighed from a social and not purely private point of view.

The evaluation was carried out using various instruments connected as shown in fig.3.

3.3 The choice of the multi-criteria instruments

Multi-criteria analysis was used for the final evaluation of the results because of the above mentioned need to evaluate a series of objectives at the same time, and also to employ different units of measurement, both monetary and physical, in the analysis. These express the objective parameters to maximise or minimise, derived from the farm accounts.
Figure 2 Particular characteristics of the various types of farm accounts used

Serpierian farm accounts

This is an exclusively income statement which relates the returns and costs using the so-called self-interest equation.

Advantages:
- Distinctness with which one can separate the returns due to the different productive factors.
- The parallels between its structures and those used to calculate GDP. Thus it is an instrument suitable for making immediate connections between micro and macro economic analyses.

Advantages:
- It allows one to obtain illuminating evaluations of the return for factors contributed by the farmer himself (figurative costs). Indeed it completely identifies every returns involved in the net farm product. It disaggregates the net income of farmer into all its components, estimated at market prices, so that the possible presence of a positive or negative self-interest can be identified. Thus it can discover if there is a possible underpayment for productive factors and evaluate this, even when the net return is globally positive.

Defects:
- It minimises the financial aspects of farm management (such as for example the frequent case where the farmer is in debt), which are not clearly expressed in the accounts balance sheet. This problem can be avoided either by enhancing the system, by including additional elements (Ferretto M., Lechi F., 1984), or, as has been done in this study, integrating the results with those obtained separately from an accounts balance sheet.

Accounting financial statement

It consists of a profit and loss account or income statement (which reports the costs and returns of the business activities, and their balance, profit and loss) and of a balance sheet or statement of assets an liabilities (which shows variations in farm capital during the accounting period).

Advantages:
- The financial aspects are a specific section of the extra-characteristic management in the profit and loss account, and it shows the economic results next to the assets situation, and thus can be directly connected to this. This it allows the effect of financial aspects on the economic results and the asset situation of the farm to be evaluated. These in turn are necessary elements for constructing determined indices for analysing the results of the farm management system used.

Defects:
- It cannot disaggregate the farmer’s net income. It does not show clearly the presence and quantity of self-interest (positive or negative).

These lead to coinciding results, which can be identified when they are expressed in terms of the net income of the real farmer.

The two balance sheets are only different in their structures and the methods of calculation used (including or not figurative costs), as are also different and only partially overlapping the headings used.

Materials energy balance

This is a very simplified statement of input and output of materials and energy, expressed in physical units.

Advantages:
- Simplicity
- It allows indications to be obtained on the efficiency of use of natural resources and on the pressure on the environment caused by the farming activity.

Defects:
- There is no monetary evaluation
- In the case under examination it does not evaluate variations in the natural capital stock, but only the flow.
**Figure 3: The evaluation instruments used**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Different type of Accounts non integrated and prepared separately</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accounting financial statement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Serpierian” farm accounts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Materials-energy physical balance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators and objectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Net product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective: max social wealth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net social product: GDP component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective: max optimal allocation of capital and return for the society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interests: GDP component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable costs/total costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective: max flexibility and endurance of the farm in the market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective: min underpayment for factors supplied by the farmer, endurance of the farm in the market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net income: GDP component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy: Output-input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective: min consumption and most efficient use of energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrogen: Output-input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obiettivo: min consumption and most efficient use of nitrogen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluative synthesis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quantitative MCDM MADM type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of various integrated analyses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification of the management methods using the ELECTRE method (Roy B., 1991)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MADM was used from the MCDM. This choice was made because of the aims of this specific case study, which made an instrument such as MADM more suitable, because it is able to deal with discrete and non-continuous choices (MADM and MODM applications: Marangon F.1992; Gomez-Limon et.al., 2004). Given that precise quantitative data was available, quantitative analytical methods could be used in MADM. Thus it was decided to use an integrated quantitative analysis method which included more multi-criteria evaluation instruments (see figure 5).

It was possible to evaluate the different farm performances using the single analyses in figure 4 separately, based on:

Either the general behaviour of each farm with respect to all the objectives and also with respect to the importance attributed to them (through application of the \textit{weighted sum});

Or the best behaviour of the farm in the worst case, to minimise the risks involved in minimum achievement of a given objective (through the use of \textit{max-min analysis});

Or the satisfaction which could confirm the choice a certain type of management system for the achieved objectives (through \textit{concordance analysis});

Or the bitterness which accompanied choices which involved abandonment of other systems of management, with reference to the best results for determined objectives obtained from use of those systems (identified by \textit{discordance analysis}).

Using more complex \textit{weak dominance} screening, in particular, one can construct a league table of more or less efficient alternatives, even though these are not dominant in a paretinian sense, which are able to take into consideration the good global behaviour, and reduction of risks, connected to weak points, of each farm management alternative simultaneously. Good
global behaviour is confirmed by the satisfaction implicit in each choice while risk reduction is connected to the minimum bitterness from having abandoned other types of farm management.

3.4 The social objectives to pursue and the indicators which are suitable for representing them

The criteria used in the analysis represent the public interest. Thus from among the indicators in the farm accounts those have been chosen which are suitable for representing global social objectives rather than, but also including, private ones.

From a public point of view one objective to pursue is economic growth and this concerns more the results of the farm rather than the net income of the individual farmer. This means that it is important to maximise other differentiated income such as added value, which form part of the national GDP, or the net farm private product, or, better, the net farm social product, which represents the new wealth created by the farm. The social income is distributed among the factors which have contributed to creating it. This, as global income, effects the collective wellbeing. *Net social product* has been chosen from among the cited indicators.

Wellbeing, does not, however, depend solely on the increase in material wealth connected to economic growth but also on other intangible elements, such as the conservation of the environment, in terms of long term sustainable development. The present corrections to GDP also take into consideration consumption of environmental capital, which also presupposes an improvement in how efficiently this is used (Friedrich Shmidt-Bleek, 1994).
Another socially desirable objective is thus the establishment of league tables of environmental efficiency for the farms, based on their use of natural resources as factors in the production process. *Energy consumption* and *nitrogen release* have been chosen to represent this.

Other social objectives linked to the simple economic efficiency of the farm are the financial return on capital (land and working capital and assets) invested globally (and thus not only that of the farmer but also of outside investors) as well as the flexibility of the farm to variations in market prices, which allow it to survive as a vital income producing entity. *Return on investment* was used as an indicator of financial return on capital and *variable costs on total costs ratio*, as an indicator of flexibility.

Another social objective is the minimisation of possible underpayment (with respect to market prices) of factors provided by the farmer himself (at the same time figurative costs and income). Indeed, while the maximisation of net income and profit is a private objective, the minimisation of losses is not, given that the farmer is part of society like anyone else, and that his net income forms part of the total national income. The objective is private when farm self-interest is positive, not when one wishes to guarantee that the farmer is paid at market prices for his input. Otherwise long-term underpayment could result in a reduction in productive activity with resulting damage to the whole economy, even though, in the short term, it is those farms which are less dependent on external production factors which are more resistant to market instability. *The negative self-interest* was chosen as an indicator of this underpayment.
In all there are six indicators. These represent objectives which are partly economic and partly environmental, some of which must be maximised and some minimised, and are only partly in conflict with one another. For example reducing emissions of material and energy consumption in the productive process may be in conflict with the quantitative increase in total production, but not necessarily with the monetary value of the product or with the net product, which is effected, unlike total production, by the purchase costs of the factors mentioned above and which benefits from a reduction in these.

![Figure 4: Matrix for multi-criteria evaluation of the different farm management systems](image)
Figure 5: Characteristics of the multi-criteria analysis used and the results obtainable

Results obtained: Different gradings of the alternative farm management methods according to different logic of ordering and evaluative synthesis
3.5 Weightings given to the chosen indicators

The different indicators of social satisfaction in farm management which have been identified have different importance, and thus have given different weightings in the multi-criteria analysis (weighted sum, concordance, max-min weighting).

The pair comparison system was chosen from among the various methods which can be used to weight the indicators (Saaty, 1990; Nijkamp P., et al., 1990).

4. Conclusive discussion on the results obtained from the evaluation method used

It is noteworthy that the method used stimulated interesting considerations, which might be further examined from both a micro and macro economic point of view, on the opportunity of choosing determined indicators of social wellbeing which are also connected to private convenience, on the links which exist, not always unequivocally, between economic and environmental performance of farm management, and on the weights which can be attributed to the indicators themselves in different public contexts.

The method also allowed the greater analytical possibilities offered, in a technical applicative sense, by independent separate compilation of the different accounting systems to be highlighted. Each of these made it possible to analyse different aspects of farm management. Above all it demonstrated that evaluative synthesis of the results could be obtained in a valid way even when following methods different from those already used for drawing up integrated farm accounts.
By contrast, it highlighted that using integrated multi-criteria instruments to evaluate the indicators was advantageous. It gave a wider and more complete view of the situation for the final judgment, because of the different logic of ordering of the alternatives of the different analyses, and of the possibility of synthesising it by using weak dominance.

The results from applying this method consist of a league table of the relative efficiency of the farms which adopt different farm management systems, from which various aspects of the social repercussions of the different systems can be examined. This league table identifies the most efficient farms according to different ordering logic, which correspond to the cited different multi-criteria analysis adopted in the overall evaluation process. In reality more league tables are created, which refer to the different multi-criteria analyses adopted, and a final league table which is the final synthesis, from using the *weak dominance* method.

This instrument for classifying the alternatives, which can be used together with others for integrating multi-criteria evaluations, was shown to be the best suitable one for *closing the circle* in the final evaluative synthesis.
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